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By John Woodburn, Stefanutti Stocks Coastal contracts director
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Stefanutti Stocks Coastal completed construction
in 2018. The new 166-metre long bridge with its
(from a single to a dual carriageway) in the vicinity
of the Olifants River near Trawal Klawer. The road
infrastructure upgrade contract also included the
construction of a new road.

Arch springing point foundations
arches, their shape had to be carefully chosen to avoid tension forces

rise was therefore limited to around fourteen metres, which is only around

Arch bridges
Forces at arch springing points
the support locations. A weathered zone below the southern support

Arch falsework

better known as the Cruciani system. This system consists of timber truss

construction is complete the falsework is removed and spoiled.
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over the duration of the project and after completion have left as many
skilled people as possible behind, who we hope will be employed for
of 58mm was measured.
Temporary arch/sliding of the steel truss

second position and each cylinder was extended simultaneously. Stroke

but it would be fair to say that the project supported all business sectors

movement at the centre and ends was monitored constantly as it was

position under the new permanent arch.
Arch springing points

Captions:
1.
2.

foundation conditions were found at each position.

3.

Northern arch springing foundation
zone was found just below the foundation level. This could result in

Bridge deck
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to the level of the weathered zone and replaced with mass concrete.
The level of the rock behind the support position also varied
substantially and would not have been able to resist the expected
loads. Additional horizontal load capacity was provided by means of
a mass concrete support behind the foundation, tied into the rock by
means of rock anchors.
Social upliftment
Stefanutti Stocks Coastal employed their entire unskilled labour force
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